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Welcome to your very first AP English Language and Composition assignment! Hopefully the 

instructions below are clear, but if you have any questions, please let me know: mrobertson@sgis.org. I 

can’t wait to see you in August! 

  

Due: Your reading and note taking should be complete by the first full day that your English class meets. 

  

Objective: To explore the world of American literature; to prevent learning loss; to expand your mind 

with both fiction and nonfiction texts; and to build a foundation for the exercise of persuasive techniques. 

  

Steps: 

1. Choose your summer reading books from the lists on the next page: one from the Nonfiction 

List and one from the Fiction List for a total of TWO books. Try to choose titles that interest you 

rather than those that seem shortest or easiest to read. Looks can be deceiving! 

2. Read your books. Annotate or take notes on what you like and don’t like about your books. The 

first week of classes will be spent attempting to persuade your peers that your summer reading 

books were the best of the available choices, so you’ll want to take note anything that might help 

you to do that: favorite quotes, significant themes, stylistically brilliant passages, or particularly 

moving scenes. 

3. Have your books and notes available on the first day of class. 

  

Important note: You’ll notice that the emphasis here is on doing the reading, not on producing specific 

documents — that’s intentional. This class requires significant independence, and I expect that you will 

do the readings whether I check them or not. That does not mean that you can get away with skimming 

your books or reading summaries online. I will be assessing your reading based on the our August 

Insanity Brackets, which brings us to… 

  

Assessment: The August Insanity Brackets (like March Madness but, you know, better because it’s with 

books!). For our August Insanity Brackets we will be writing and delivering one-minute speeches to 

determine which of our summer reading books is the very best. The better you read, the more prepared 

you will be! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOOK LIST 

Choose one from the Nonfiction List and one from the Fiction List for a total of TWO books. 



 

Nonfiction 

Erik Larson’s Devil in the White City 

Oliver Sack’s The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat 

Tara Westover’s Educated 

Neil deGrasse Tyson’s Death by Black Hole 

Sarah Vowell’s The Wordy Shipmates 

Margot Lee Shetterly’s Hidden Figures 

Ta-Nehisi Coates’ Between the World and Me 

Brooke Gladstone’s The Influencing Machine 

H.G. Bissinger’s Friday Night Lights 

Rebecca Skloot’s The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 

Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood 

 

Fiction 

Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes were Watching God 

Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five 

Charles Frazier’s Cold Mountain 

Kate Chopin’s The Awakening 

Jesmyn Ward’s Sing, Unburied, Sing 

Julia Alvarez’s How the Garcia Girls Lost their Accents 

Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises 

Herman Melville’s Moby Dick 

Edith Wharton’s The Age of Innocence 

Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club 

 

  

 


